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Preheating the Appliance
1. Press the Power button.

4. Touch the Preheat icon.

2. Touch the Professional Cooking Mode icon.

5. Enter the temperature on the touch pad,
then touch the Check Mark icon.

3. Touch the desired Cook Mode icon.

Appliance beeps when it is preheated.

Cooking or Retherming with Probe

Cooking or Retherming with Time

1. Preheat the appliance.

1. Preheat the appliance.

2. Touch the desired Cook Mode icon.

2. Touch the desired Cook Mode icon.

3. Touch the Temperature area to the
right of the thermometer icon, enter
the desired oven temperature using
the touch pad, then touch the Check
Mark icon.

3. Touch the Temperature area to the
right of the thermometer icon, enter the
desired oven temperature using the touch
pad, then touch the Check Mark icon.

4. Touch the Temperature area to the
right of the probe icon, enter the
desired probe temperature using
the touch pad, then touch the Check
Mark icon.
5. Touch the available auxiliary
cooking icons to finesse the cooking
outcome.

4. Touch the Time area to the right of the
clock icon, enter the desired cook time
using the touch pad, then touch the Check
Mark icon.
5. Touch the available auxiliary cooking icons to finesse
the cooking outcome.
6. Load food into the appliance.
7. Touch the Start icon.

6. Load food into the appliance and insert the probe into
the food.
7. Touch the Start icon.
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Cooking with Programmed Recipes

Programming a Recipe

NOTE: Some programs include the preheat function.
Ensure the desired cooking temperature has been
reached before loading food into the appliance.

1. While on the cooking mode screen, touch the Write a
Recipe icon.

2. Perform steps 2 through 4 of Cooking or Retherming
with Probe, or Cooking or Retherming with Time, from
the front of this guide.
2. Locate the desired cooking program using the Arrow icons to
display the program choices. You may also use the Look-up
3. If the recipe requires a reminder to open the door at the
icon to enter a specific recipe name.
end of the segment, touch the door icon.
1. Touch the Saved Recipes icon.

Advance
(to next screen)

Return
(to previous screen)
Look-up

4. If the recipe is complete, go to step 6. If the recipe calls
for additional segments, touch the Append icon.
5. Perform steps 2 through 4 of Cooking or Retherming
with Probe, or Cooking or Retherming with Time, from
the front of this guide. If required, add the door open
reminder—see step 3. Then, touch the Append icon.
Repeat for each additional cooking segment.

3. Touch the programmed food icon.
The appliance begins operating.

6. Touch the Save icon when all segments have been
written. A touch pad will appear.
7. Choose a photo or input the name of the recipe, then
touch the Check Mark icon.

Auxiliary Function Icons

Door

Power Level

Rapid Cool (boiler-free models)

Dehydration

Cold Smoking (optional)

Delta-T

Grease Collection (optional)

Rest

CombiSmoke® (optional)

Multi-Shelf Timer
Fan Speed

Absolute Humidity
Control™

Cleaning the Appliance
1. Side racks and shelves may remain inside the appliance during cleaning.
Remove the optional Grill Grate from the appliance interior and wash it
separately in hot, soapy water to preserve the special non-stick coating.
Remove the optional smoker tray. Remove any solid wastes from the drain
screen and the appliance interior to prevent blockage.

Rinse

Light

Normal

Heavy-duty Heavy-duty PLUS

2. Touch the Cleaning icon.
NOTICE: If the appliance is too hot, a warning screen appears. Open
the appliance door and touch the Cool-down icon to allow the
appliance to cool. When the appliance has finished cooling, begin
the cleaning procedure.
3. Choose the cleaning level: Rinse, Light,
Normal, Heavy-duty or Heavy-duty PLUS.
4. For Light, Normal, Heavy-duty, or Heavy-duty PLUS, insert the
appropriate number of CombiClean® tablets as directed by the touchscreen,
or spray CombiClean liquid cleaner inside the appliance.
5. Close the appliance door and touch the Check Mark icon.
The appliance shuts off when the cleaning cycle is complete.
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6. After the cleaning cycle is complete, leave the appliance door open
approximately 2" (50mm) to allow the appliance to air dry.
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